Internship offer:

Dear future intern

Our Institute mOBILNO to go from Slovenia is searching for help to develop our products and to help to improve our business. If you are interested, please read below.

About us:
Institute mOBILNO to go is a young private self-financing researching organization from Koper, Slovenia. We are developing off-grid mobile living units, solar dry toilets and automatic green houses. Our products are self-sufficient (off-grid) sustainable mobile units made of natural building materials with renewable energy technologies. We are researching the use of raw building material as reed cane, raw wood, straw, clay and others.

Program:
As a young private institute with limited resources, we would like to involve students in our team. We are searching for students to be hosted as Erasmus+ internship or other programs involving internship or volunteering. We can not provide any payment at the moment.

Duration:
We are searching for a duration from 3 to 6 months from March 2016. We are offering a 3-4 days internship with flexible free days. If you want, we can put the 5 days working week with later free weeks.

Position and tasks:
We are expecting students from engineering, architecture, biology, agriculture, economic, finance, design students and others interested in the project.
The design, architectural or engineering students will research, design, improve and test our products. The student will first have an theoretical part, researching the topic he/she will choose to develop. After the theoretical part we will do a practical part where we will design and maybe build the prototype of the product the intern will work on.
The other students from the field of economics, finance and marketing will work on improving our business model. The students will have first theoretical part and then, they will develop a marketing and financial strategy for our institute.
Every intern will have also tasks as finding other students or volunteer, making found raising, finding partners and other help inside the institute. The main tasks will be adapted to the wish of a student (research, development, management, marketing,...). As a small institute, students will have the opportunity to be involved in a daily activities such as finding partners, organizing meetings and events, marketing tasks, developing our products and other tasks.

The student will have a mentor (a person inside the institute), a second mentor from the university (not 100%) and a tutor (a person outside the institute). We will provide help finding an accommodation, finding new
student founds and other stuff. We will connect the student with ESN Koper (Erasmus organization) and with other national organizations.

**Requirements:**
We are searching engaged, motivated, autonomous and self-initiative students. The student does not have a need to be a specialist in any of the field. Every student will start with theoretical part where he or she will get enough information about the topic. Due to our work, it can happens that we will be absent and the student will have to work from home.
It is advisable to have at least an intermediate level of English but we are also speaking French, Italian, Spanish, Croatian and some German.

**Place of intern:**
The internship will take place in Koper, a small town in the Slovenian coastal area with a population of 25000 people. The town is small and you can reach every location by bike, bus or by foot.
Around are two small towns, Izola and Piran. Croatia is around 30 kilometers far away. You are close to Trieste (Italy) around 10 kilometers and to Venice around 200 kilometers.
You have various airports close to Koper. The most frequent is the airport of Venice. Other airports are Treviso, Trieste(Italy), Ljubljana (Slovenia) and Zagreb (Croatia).
Average cost of renting a room in a shared apartment from around 150€ + expenses (cca 50€). One studio apartments cost from 350€ + expense (cca 120€). An average pizza costs 8€, an average meal is around 8€, a beer from 2,2€ and an espresso around 1€.
As an Erasmus student, you will have the same bonuses as Slovenian students. One of it, it's a more or less half price of the meal. You will have also half price for the transportation. Traveling inside Slovenia is quite cheap with carpooling (www.prevozi.org) where you pay around 5€ for 100km (1h). For example Koper – Ljubljana you pay 5€ (110 km on highway) and there are around 20 offers per day. Our trains are really slow (cca 3h till Ljubljan) and are more expensive (cca 9€).

We wish you a great career!

Kind regards,
David Kodarin
manager
+386 40 159 544
Email: info@mobilnotogo.eu
Web: http://mobilnotogo.eu/

our partners in business: